Abstract-In this paper we provide an overview regarding the feasibility of in-band full-duplex transceivers under imperfect RF components. We utilize results and findings from the recent research on full-duplex communications, while introducing also transmitter-induced thermal noise into the analysis. This means that the model of the RF impairments used in this paper is the most comprehensive thus far. By assuming realistic parameter values for the different transceiver components, it is shown that IQ imaging and transmitter-induced nonlinearities are the most significant sources of distortion in in-band full-duplex transceivers, in addition to linear self-interference. Motivated by this, we propose a novel augmented nonlinear digital selfinterference canceller that is able to model and hence suppress all the essential transmitter imperfections jointly. This is also verified and demonstrated by extensive waveform simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Full-duplex radio communications with simultaneous transmission and reception at the same radio frequency (RF) carrier has recently gained considerable interest among researchers. It has the potential to significantly improve the efficiency and flexibility of RF spectrum usage, which makes it an appealing concept when trying to increase the data rates of the current systems, while retaining the amount of utilized resources. There have already been several promising implementations of such full-duplex radio transceivers [1] - [4] . In addition to practical demonstrations, there has also been a large number of theoretical studies investigating the boundaries of in-band full-duplex communications under various impairments and circumstances [5] - [7] .
The most crucial issue in wireless single channel fullduplex communications is the own transmit signal that is coupled back to the receiver and acts as a strong source of interference. This so-called self-interference (SI) can be as much as 60-100 dB more powerful than the weak received signal of interest, and thus it must be attenuated significantly to allow the detection of the actual received signal. Typically the attenuation of the SI signal is done in two stages: first at the input of the receiver (RX) chain, and then after the analogto-digital conversion [1] - [4] . These SI cancellation stages are usually referred to as RF cancellation and digital cancellation, respectively. RF cancellation is required in order to prevent the complete saturation of the receiver components and the analogto-digital converter (ADC). Digital cancellation is then used to
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attenuate the rest of the SI signal below the noise floor. Both of these cancellation methods rely on processing the known transmit signal to produce the cancellation signal.
As the research on single channel full-duplex communications is still at a rather early stage, it is important to determine its overall feasibility under practical considerations. In the context of wireless communications, this means in particular that the effects of the different non-idealities must be rigorously analyzed. Actually, the RF impairments occurring within in-band full-duplex transceivers are the most significant challenge for its practical implementation, as the basic concept of self-interference cancellation is very simple. Namely, in the ideal case it is sufficient to estimate the linear channel experienced by the SI signal and then generate a corresponding cancellation signal to be subtracted from the received signal. However, the analog impairments may prevent the usage of such a simple procedure, and thus form a substantial challenge in achieving a sufficient amount of SI attenuation.
In this paper, we provide a thorough overview on the feasibility of wireless in-band full-duplex communications. We will go through the most prominent types of analog impairments, and also some methods for suppressing them, including a novel joint cancellation algorithm capable of attenuating the most prominent distortion components. In addition, we will also consider the combined effect of the discussed impairments to provide some insight into the achievable performance of an inband full-duplex transceiver. In this analysis, the transmitter (TX)-induced thermal noise will also be taken into account, which is something that has not been done very systemically before to the best of our knowledge. Hence, the feasibility analysis presented in this paper is the most comprehensive one presented thus far.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we will briefly go through some of the most prominent RF impairments occurring in in-band full-duplex transceivers. Then, in Section III, some previously proposed methods for compensating these impairments are discussed, alongside with the proposed novel joint digital cancellation scheme. In Section IV we compare the performance of these algorithms by means of very comprehensive waveform simulations. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section V.
Nomenclature: Throughout the paper, the use of linear power units is indicated by lowercase letters. Correspondingly, when referring to logarithmic power units, uppercase letters are used. The only exception to this is the noise factor, which is denoted by capital F according to common convention in the literature of the field. Watts are used as the absolute power unit, and dBm as the logarithmic power unit.
II. RF IMPAIRMENTS IN FULL-DUPLEX RADIO TRANSCEIVERS In practical transceivers, none of the components are completely ideal, which means that they will distort the signal in numerous ways. In half-duplex communications, a relatively high level of distortion can be tolerated, as the transmitted and received signals are well separated. However, this is not the case for in-band full-duplex transceivers, where the transmitted and received signals overlap freely. Due to the large difference in the powers of the transmitted signal and the received signal of interest, especially when operating close to the sensitivity level of the receiver, even relatively mild distortion of the overall signal may lead to a drastic decrease in the final signalto-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR).
A. Nonlinear Distortion
Perhaps the most widely studied source of distortion is the nonlinearity of the amplifiers. Mostly, only the nonlinearity of the transmitter power amplifier (PA) has been considered, as it distorts the actual transmitted signal and thus leads to residual self-interference (SI) if employing only linear cancellation techniques [4] , [6] , [8] , [9] . However, it has also been shown that the RX chain can contribute significantly to the nonlinear distortion of the SI signal [6] , [10] . The reason for this is that typically the receiver components have been dimensioned for the relatively weak signal of interest, and thus the powerful SI signal will force the amplifiers into their nonlinear operating region. This applies particularly to the baseband amplification stages.
It is obviously possible to combat the effect of nonlinear distortion in full-duplex transceivers by opting for more linear transceiver components. However, while this would decrease the level of distortion, it would also be significantly more expensive. For this reason, different signal processing techniques have been proposed for attenuating nonlinearly distorted SI signals [4] , [8] - [10] . The basic idea behind these techniques is to model the nonlinearity of the amplifiers with a polynomial model, possibly with memory, and then estimate the coefficients of these polynomials. This is relatively straight-forward when assuming that only the PA is producing significant nonlinear distortion, but the procedure is slightly more complicated when considering also the nonlinearity of the RX chain [8] , [10] . Overall, these nonlinear SI cancellation methods allow for compensating the nonlinearly distorted SI signal in the digital domain, based only on the known transmit samples. All the necessary information can be estimated during a calibration period, as long as the model for the overall nonlinearities is known and fixed. Some insight regarding the power level of the nonlinear distortion can be obtained with system calculations. A wellknown model for the power of an nth order nonlinearity is defined as
where P out is the power of the fundamental signal at the output of the component, IIPn is the nth order input-referred intercept point, and P in is the power of the fundamental signal at the input of the component [11] . The above equation assumes the signal powers to be in dBm units. Using (1), it is possible to approximate the power of the nonlinear distortion in comparison to the power levels of the other signal components.
For a detailed analysis, refer to [6] .
B. IQ Imaging Another significant issue in most wireless radio transceivers is IQ imaging [12] , which is caused by the mismatches between the I-and Q-branches of the TX and RX chains. This is a widespread issue in wireless communications since nowadays most transceiver structures utilize IQ processing. It can be shown that the imbalance between the I-and Qbranches results in the complex conjugate of the ideal signal being summed on top of it with certain attenuation. Thus, for an input signal x(t), the output of an imperfect IQ mixer is of the following form:
where g 1 (t) and g 2 (t) are the responses for the direct signal component and the image component, respectively [12] . Here (·) * indicates the complex conjugate and denotes the convolution operation. The quality of the IQ mixer can be quantified with image rejection ratio (IRR), which is defined as
where G 1 (f ) and G 2 (f ) are the frequency-domain representations of g 1 (t) and g 2 (t), respectively [12] . Based on (3), the power level of the IQ image component can be approximated and used in a system calculations based feasibility analysis. The effect of IQ imbalance on in-band full-duplex transceivers is studied in detail in [5] . It is shown that, assuming a practical IQ image rejection ratio for a full-duplex transceiver, it is necessary to attenuate also the IQ image of the SI signal. Otherwise the loss of SINR might be in the order of tens of decibels, and there is no performance gain due to simultaneous transmission and reception on the same frequency-band. The authors then propose a novel digital cancellation scheme referred to as widely-linear digital cancellation, which allows the modeling of the effects of IQ imbalance and, consequently, also the compensation of the SI mirror image. A significant increase in the achievable SINR is reported when using the proposed scheme. Thus, the results and analysis shown in [5] , alongside with the observations made in [13] , indicate that IQ imbalance is a serious concern in the context of in-band full-duplex transceivers, and it must be included in the discussion regarding the feasibility of single-channel fullduplex communications.
C. Quantization Noise
Due to the highly powerful SI signal, the dynamic range of the ADC is also a key concern in in-band full-duplex transceivers [6] , [7] . Namely, if the SI signal is not attenuated sufficiently in the analog domain, it will reserve some or even most of the dynamic range of the ADC, which means that the resolution of the signal of interest will be very low. This results in a decreased SINR at the detector due to the quantization noise floor.
The absolute power level of the quantization noise floor in logarithmic power units can be calculated as
where P AD is the total power of the signal at the input of the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and SNR ADC is the signal-to-(quantization)-noise ratio of the ADC. The value of the ADC SNR can be calculated as SNR ADC = 6.02b+4.76− PAPR, where b is the number of bits and PAPR is the peakto-average-power ratio of the total signal [11] . Assuming an ideal automatic gain control algorithm in the receiver, higher SI power means that the power of the desired signal is lower, which results in the quantization noise floor being closer to the power level of the desired signal. This is one way of expressing the decrease in the bit resolution of the desired signal. Using (4), this decrease can then be approximated with realistic numerical values. It is possible to combat against this issue in several ways. Perhaps the easiest and most straightforward method is to increase the number of bits at the ADC. It is shown, for example, in [6] that each additional bit increases the dynamic range of the ADC by approximately 6 dB. Of course, there are practical limitations on the maximum number of bits, but it is recommendable to have as much bits as possible in an in-band full-duplex transceiver to ensure a sufficient resolution for the signal of interest in the presence of powerful SI.
A more sophisticated method for combatting the quantization noise is to increase the amount of SI attenuation before the ADC. This can be done either by improving the performance of the RF cancellation, or by implementing an additional analog baseband SI cancellation stage before the analog-to-digital conversion. In [14] , the authors used the latter technique to decrease the burden of the ADC. When assessing the performance of the analog baseband cancellation scheme, it was observed that the additional cancellation stage resulted in a higher SINR than could be achieved without it.
D. Transmitter-induced Thermal Noise
One aspect of wireless in-band full-duplex transceivers, which has been largely neglected in earlier literature, is the thermal noise occurring within the transmitter and RF cancellation chains. In typical half-duplex applications, this TXinduced thermal noise is not a concern, as it is very low in comparison to the other components of the transmit signal. However, in full-duplex transceivers, the power of the TXinduced thermal noise might not always be negligibly low, as the power of the transmit signal is very high in comparison to the power of the weak received signal of interest. Thus, it might increase the overall noise floor if the separation between the TX and RX chains is not sufficiently high. For this reason, we will consider also the thermal noise produced by the transmitter in the subsequent analysis. Although there have been some studies where also the baseband cancellation signal has been chosen such that it includes all the noise components produced in the transmit path [15] , to the best of our knowledge this is the first explicit analysis regarding TX-induced thermal noise in full-duplex context.
As a starting point for the analysis, let us consider a directconversion full-duplex transceiver, whose structure is as shown in Fig. 1 . At the output of the digital-to-analog converter (DAC), the power of the thermal noise is obviously at the level of the thermal noise floor. Assuming an ideal low-pass filter (LPF), the power of the thermal noise is increased only by the IQ mixer, transmitter variable gain amplifier (VGA), and the PA. The TX-induced thermal noise is then coupled to the RX chain through the RF cancellation path. There, the level of the amplified thermal noise is decreased because the reference signal must be heavily attenuated to match its power level to that of the actual SI signal. Additional noise is also produced in the RF cancellation path, as an active vector modulator (VM) is required to tune the phase and amplitude of the cancellation signal. However, by having attenuators both at the input and output of the VM, the possible additional noise introduced by it can be somewhat attenuated. In practical implementations, the attenuation can be done, e.g., with directional couplers and combiners. When the cancellation signal is then added to the received signal, the power of the TX-induced thermal noise is further decreased because part of the noise signal is included in both the SI signal and cancellation signal, but obviously with opposite phases. In essence, this means that the thermal noise signal produced in the actual transmitter is attenuated by the same amount as the SI signal is attenuated between the output of the PA and the input of the low-noise amplifier (LNA). Thus, assuming that the additional noise produced by the VM is attenuated sufficiently, in some cases the power of the TX-induced thermal noise will be negligibly low in comparison to the other signal components. However, under some conditions, it might decrease the achievable SINR of a full-duplex transceiver, which is why we will explicitly analyze it in this paper.
To quantify exactly the effect of the TX-induced thermal noise, let us derive an expression for the overall thermal noise power at the input of the receiver detector, including both the TX-and RX-induced contributions to the thermal noise level. Assuming a similar structure as shown in Fig. 1 and taking into account the assumptions discussed above, the approximative power of the thermal noise at the receiver detector input can be shown to be
where |k BB | 2 is the gain of the receiver VGA, |k LN A | 2 is the gain of the LNA, |g 1,RX | 2 is the gain of the direct path in the receiver IQ mixer, F is the total noise factor of the receiver chain, |a 2 | 2 is the amount of attenuation done after the VM, |a vm | 2 is the (negative) gain of the VM, F vm is the noise factor of the VM, |a ant | 2 is the amount of antenna separation, |a RF | 2 is the amount of RF cancellation, |k P A | 2 is the gain of the PA, F P A is the noise factor of the PA, F tx is the combined noise factor of the transmitter VGA and IQ mixer, |g 1,T X | 2 is the gain of the direct path in the transmitter IQ mixer, |k V GA | 2 is the gain of the transmitter VGA, and p th is the power of the thermal noise floor. The above equation assumes that all the responses of the transceiver components are frequency independent. This is a justified approximation in this context as we are only interested in the average power levels of the different signal components. We have also neglected the IQ imaging of the thermal noise signal, as it has no significant effect on its final power level. The actual derivation of (5) has been done based on a similar signal model as presented in [5] , and further details regarding the derivation process can be read from there. In this paper, we must omit the derivation of (5) for brevity. Also note that this equation is evaluated using linear power units, which is also indicated by the lowercase letters.
If the objective is to analyze the effect of TX-induced thermal noise separately, (5) can be rewritten as where the first term represents the RX-induced thermal noise (p n,RX ) and the latter term represents the TX-induced thermal noise (p n,T X ), respectively. Using either (5) or (6) it is then possible to calculate the power level of the overall thermal noise at the receiver detector input of an in-band full-duplex transceiver, taking into account also the TX-induced thermal noise.
E. Overall Feasibility
To determine the overall feasibility of wireless single channel full-duplex communications, let us again consider a typical full-duplex transceiver with a structure shown in Fig. 1 . The considered full-duplex transceiver follows a typical directconversion architecture, and it has two self-interference cancellation stages, namely RF cancellation and digital cancellation, as already discussed earlier [1] - [3] , [6] . In this section, we will determine the relative power levels of the different signal components with realistic transceiver component parameters. The power levels are calculated with simplified system calculations, based on (1), (3), (4), and (6). However, for brevity, we dont derive the actual equations for the accumulated power levels in this paper, but use the equations derived in [5] and [6] , where a similar in-band full-duplex transceiver is analyzed. The power of the thermal noise, on the other hand, is calculated with (6), as it has not been derived in any of the earlier studies.
Next, let us define realistic parameters values for the different components. All the parameters are listed in Tables I  and II , and they have been chosen based on earlier literature and LTE specifications to represent a realistic in-band fullduplex transceiver [1] , [2] , [11] , [16] - [18] . Note that in the transmitter it is assumed that the IQ mixer and the VGA are linear, meaning that only the PA produces nonlinear distortion to the transmit signal. In addition, to simplify the notations, the noise figures of the IQ mixer and VGA are combined, which is indicated in Table II by the IQ mixer having a noise figure of 10 dB and the VGA having no noise figure at all. The parameters for the VM have been chosen according to [19] with the exception that in this analysis we assume the VM to be linear. It is further assumed that the reference signal is attenuated by 15 dB before and after the VM, which means that the −10 dB average gain of the VM will be sufficient match the power of the reference signal to that of the actual SI signal.
Having specified the parameters, the power levels of the different signal components can then be approximated using (6) , and the equations derived in [5] and [6] . The resulting signal component powers are shown in Fig. 2 , and they correspond to a scenario where only linear digital cancellation is performed. In the legend, p SI refers to the linear self-interference signal, p SI,im refers to its mirror image, i.e., the conjugate SI, p n,RX and p n,T X refer to the RXand TX-induced thermal noise, p N L,T X refers to the PAinduced nonlinear distortion, p N L,RX refers to the nonlinear distortion produced by the receiver components, p q refers to the quantization noise, and p SOI refers to the signal of interest. For these calculations, the amount of linear digital cancellation has been assumed to be such that the linear SI signal (p SI ) is attenuated slightly below the thermal noise floor. Furthermore, for improved readability, some negligibly weak signal components have been omitted from Fig. 2 , as they were observed to have no contribution to the overall noise power. These weak signal components include, for instance, the mirror images of the nonlinear distortion and thermal noise. Note that the absolute power levels of most of the signal components are decreasing due to the automatic gain control at the RX chain, which matches the power of the ADC input signal to the available ADC voltage range. With higher transmit powers, less gain is required due to the higher self-interference power. When investigating Fig. 2 more closely, it can be observed that conjugate SI (p SI,im ) is clearly the most powerful signal component after linear digital cancellation. This is a similar observation as done already in [5] . Thus, it is obvious that the conjugate SI must be attenuated by some means to make in-band full-duplex communications in any way feasible. In addition to IQ imaging, another serious concern for full-duplex transceivers is the nonlinear distortion. From Fig. 2 it can be seen that, with higher transmit powers, especially the PAinduced nonlinearities will decrease the SINR. Similarly, also the nonlinear distortion produced by the receiver components can be troublesome with very high transmit powers. Fig. 2 indicates also that the TX-induced thermal noise is not a serious concern with these parameters, as its level remains relatively low with most of the transmit powers. However, as can be observed from (6), the power of the TX-induced thermal noise is dependent on the amount of antenna separation and RF cancellation. Thus, with less efficient analog SI cancellation, it can pose a serious issue for an in-band full-duplex transceiver. Nevertheless, with the considered parameters, TX-induced thermal noise is not among the most prominent sources of distortion. Finally, even though not considered here, we wish to emphasize that also oscillator phase noise may pose a performance limit for in-band fullduplex transceivers. In this paper, however, it is assumed that the TX and RX signals have a common local oscillator signal, which means that the level of the phase noise remains on a tolerable level [20] . For more details, refer to [20] , [21] .
III. ENHANCED CANCELLATION ALGORITHMS FOR
INBAND FULL-DUPLEX RADIO TRANSCEIVERS As already discussed in Section II, several compensation methods for different RF impairments occurring in full-duplex transceivers have been developed. Based on the observation from Fig. 2 that conjugate SI and PA-induced nonlinearies are the most prominent sources of distortion when assuming typical parameters, we will briefly present some enhanced cancellation algorithms for attenuating these nonidealities.
A. Widely-linear Digital Cancellation
As already shown in (2), IQ imbalance will result in the complex conjugate of the original signal being summed on top of it. In [5] it is shown that this results in the SI signal being of the following form in the digital domain:
where x(n) is the original transmitted signal, x * (n) is its complex conjugate, h 1 (n) and h 2 (n) are the respective total responses of the linear SI and conjugate SI, and z(n) denotes the other noise components. This type of a signal model, where both direct and complex-conjugated signals are filtered and finally summed together, is typically called widely-linear in the literature [22] .
As the transmitted signal is obviously known within the transceiver, it is sufficient to obtain estimates for the two channel responses, h 1 (n) and h 2 (n), to produce a widely-linear cancellation signal [5] . By rewriting (7) with vector-matrix notation, and using least-squares, an augmented estimate for these channel responses can be calculated aŝ
where X aug is the augmented data convolution matrix, which includes also the complex conjugated signal elements, () H denotes the Hermitian transpose, and y ADC contains the samples of (7). For more detailed information regarding the structure of the vectors and matrices, refer to [5] . The actual cancellation signal can then be produced by first noting thatĥ aug = ĥ T
1ĥ
T 2
T , meaning that
T based on which the cancellation signal can then be written as
Hereĥ 1 (n) andĥ 2 (n) denote the impulse responses corresponding to the vectors h 1 and h 2 . Finally, the widely-linear digital cancellation procedure can be carried out as
In [5] it was observed that this type of a cancellation procedure significantly improves the final SINR with practical IRR values for the in-band full-duplex transceiver. We will also confirm this later in this paper using even more comprehensive modeling in the simulations.
B. Nonlinear Digital Cancellation
Compensating for the PA-induced nonlinear distortion is not quite as straight-forward as compensating for IQ imaging, but similar principles can be utilized in the cancellation processing. An enhanced digital cancellation procedure, capable of attenuating also nonlinearly distorted SI signals, is proposed in [8] . There, a parallel Hammerstein (PH) model is assumed for the transmitter PA. Denoting again the original digital baseband transmit signal by x(n), the output signal of the PA can be written with the PH model as
where the basis functions are defined as ψ p (x(n)) = |x(n)| p−1 x(n), f p (n) are FIR filter impulse responses of the PH branches, M P A denotes the memory length, and P denotes the nonlinearity order of the PH model [23] . The overall model for the SI signal is also affected by the coupling channel, RF cancellation, and receiver processing. However, as was already noted in [8] , these transformations do not affect the overall signal model, which still follows the PH structure but just with modified filters f p,eff (k), whose lengths might be slightly increased in comparison to f p (k), depending on the delay spread of the SI channel. The final cancellation signal is then constructed by estimating the impulse responses of the different effective PH branches, namely f p,eff (k) for all p = {1, 3, . . . , P }.
The actual estimation can be done, for example, with leastsquares. Following the derivations in [8] , the least-squares solution for all f p,eff (n), or f eff with augmented vector notation, can be obtained aŝ
where Ψ is an augmented convolution matrix constructed with the basis functions ψ p (x(n)), and y ADC is the received signal in the digital domain. For more detailed information regarding (10) and its derivation, see [8] . The actual cancellation signal can then be produced by using the estimatedf eff in PH processing to create a nonlinear SI estimate, and substracting the resulting signal from y ADC . In the next section we will evaluate also the performance of this type of a nonlinear cancellation procedure with a comprehensive simulation model. Note that similar nonlinear cancellation solutions have been reported also in [4] , [9] .
C. Proposed Joint Augmented Cancellation of Nonlinear Distortion and Conjugate Self-interference In [5] it was observed that, even though the conjugate SI is typically the dominant distortion component, the PA-induced nonlinearities are also harmful with higher transmit powers, as Fig. 2 suggests. In fact, they were observed to be the limiting factor for the SINR after widely-linear digital cancellation. For this reason, we will now propose a novel joint cancellation algorithm for attenuating both nonlinear and conjugate SI. The joint cancellation can be done by augmenting the basis function matrices X aug and Ψ, as both IQ imaging and nonlinear distortion will then be taken into account. Thus, let us define
where X aug is as discussed in Section III-A, andΨ is as discussed in Section III-B, but with the block corresponding to p = 1 removed. This is done to avoid having two coefficients for the linear term, as both X aug and Ψ obviously include the original linear signal. Again, for a more detailed explanation for the inner structure of these basis matrices, we refer the reader to [5] and [8] . The estimation of the parameters can again be done similar to (8) and (10), but now the convolution matrix is replaced by Ψ aug . Using the established notation of Sections III-A and III-B, the resulting parameter vector consists of the estimates for h 1 (n), h 2 (n), and f p,eff (n) but with p = 1. Using these estimates, a cancellation signal can then be formed by utilizing the corresponding basis matrix. It should be noted that this type of a joint cancellation scheme is not strictly speaking optimal in the sense that it does not include, for instance, the receiver image components of the nonlinearly distorted SI signal. Thus, it is not possible to perfectly reconstruct the observed SI signal using this model. Nevertheless, we will next show with waveform simulations that this scheme can significantly increase the achievable SINR, as it will still consider the most dominant distortion components. Developing a more comprehensive joint digital cancellation scheme is left for future work. IV. WAVEFORM SIMULATIONS To evaluate the performance of the aforementioned enhanced SI cancellation algorithms, we will perform waveform simulations. A similar transceiver model, as shown in Fig. 1 , is simulated and all the impairments discussed in this paper will be taken into account. Also the effect of TX-induced thermal noise is included in the simulations, unlike in any of the previous studies. Thus, the obtained results will provide a realistic estimate for the achievable performance with the different cancellation algorithms. The parameters presented in Tables I and II are used also in the simulations, alongside with the additional parameters shown in Table III which specify the utilized OFDM waveform. Note that the K-factor of the SI channel given in Table III is based on actual measurements [24] . A K-factor of this magnitude also indicates that 30 dB of RF cancellation is a realistic assumption.
The actual evaluations are done by determining the achieved SINRs from the simulations for four different digital SI cancellation algorithms: widely-linear cancellation presented in Section III-A, nonlinear cancellation presented in Section III-B, joint augmented nonlinear cancellation presented in Section III-C, and traditional linear cancellation. In the simulations, each channel estimate is calculated during a calibration period when there is no actual signal of interest present, using 10000 samples, and the length of the individual channel response estimates (M ) being set to 10. This means that, in widely-linear, nonlinear, and joint cancellation, botĥ h 1 (n) andĥ 2 (n), alongside with all f p,eff (n), are of that length. Furthermore, the highest nonlinearity order, i.e., the parameter P , is set to 5, as a 5th-order model for the PA is used in the simulations. To ensure accurate results, the PA model is also set to have some memory.
The resulting SINR curves are shown in Fig. 3 , alongside with a reference curve correponding to a case without any self-interference. It can be observed that, with these RF component specifications, widely-linear digital cancellation clearly outperforms both nonlinear and linear cancellation. It actually achieves the SI-free SINR of 15 dB with transmit powers below 15 dBm, while neither linear nor nonlinear cancellation can achieve it even with the lowest considered transmit power. With transmit powers above 15 dBm, PA-induced nonlinear distortion starts to then limit the performance of widely-linear cancellation, as it is not able to take into account any nonlinear transformations of the signal. Note that this case is not directly comparable to that presented in [5] as a more linear PA is assumed there.
On the other hand, Fig. 3 also indicates that the gain of performing nonlinear digital cancellation instead of the traditional linear cancellation is very minor in this case. It improves the SINR only marginally with the highest transmit powers. Thus, even though the PA-induced nonlinearities affect the SINR after widely-linear cancellation, it is evident that, with an IRR of 30 dB for both the TX and RX chains, conjugate SI is the dominant source of distortion. Based on these observations, it is not surprising that the best performance is achieved with the proposed joint cancellation scheme. It clearly outperforms even widely-linear cancellation, as its performance is not limited by the PAinduced nonlinearities. Thus, even this type of a simple joint cancellation scheme can significantly improve the achievable SINR of a practical in-band full-duplex transceiver. The limiting factors for the SINR are now the image and nonlinear components not included in the model defined by (11) , as well as TX-induced thermal noise, and nonlinear distortion produced by the receiver components. Our future work will concentrate on improving the joint cancellation scheme by including some of these aspects into the modeling, in particular the receiver nonlinearities.
V. CONCLUSION In this paper, we have provided an overview on the different RF impairments occurring in in-band full-duplex transceivers. In addition, possible methods for compensating them were also discussed. Unlike in previous literature, also the effect of transmitter-induced thermal noise was taken into account in the analysis and simulations. Overall, it was shown that IQ imaging and transmitter power amplifier induced nonlinearities are some of the most considerable impairments in in-band full-duplex transceivers. We also evaluated and compared the performance of several different algorithms for compensating these impairments, and it was observed that they improved the SINR over traditional linear processing methods. The highest performance was achieved with a novel joint augmented nonlinear canceller, which is able to model both IQ imaging and nonlinear distortion. Our future work will concentrate on improving this proposed joint cancellation algorithm to further increase the efficiency of digital self-interference cancellation.
